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P3280

6 inputs / 2 outputs preamplifier

With this P3280 preamplifier we reach out to those who desire a high quality, no-nonsense
(analogue) preamplifier. Despite the basic design, we built in some nice features, like analogue
electronical controlled volume- and relay switched input/output select. As a matter of fact, there is
not a single digital or high frequency generating device present in this preamplifier, no need to.
While demonstrating it in the introduction weekend at X-Fi show 2019, the sound surprised some.

In High-End size of 450x130x280mm, with black or silver brushed 10mm front panel.

Introduction
After designing and building several power amplifiers our customers started to ask for a similar “non” sounding
preamplifier. With that they mean that in their opinion our amps don’t add nor leave out musical details.
Since a preamplifier leads way smaller signals than a power amplifier does, this is also more complicated to
achieve. We worked about two years on this project and after the introduction at the Dutch X-Fi audio show in
September 2019 a lot of customers complimented us with the results, so we obviously succeeded.
With our statement “Less is More” you’ll only find the most necessary components and in positions where they
perform at best. We don’t compromise on components quality; we simply used the best we could find.
Also, with us no fancy looking interior, but electronic parts at locations where they perform at best.
There is something else we do different. If you want one or more of our products, we together make a plan of
how your bespoke and hand built amplifier has to become. Similar as buying a new car actually.
You decide how many inputs you want, what type of in/outputs, LED and display colours, front panel and knob
colours, quality and according price level of the electronics used, etc. Even the printing on front and backside
can be altered. You want your or our designers signature on it or even a full colour printing of whatever you
like? No problem. We even can change the depth of the cabinet: 170, 230, 280 or 350mm. Standard is 280mm.
Since we only make a few units per month, we use the date of finalizing as serial number.
By now we hear phrases as “the ELTIM sound”. If we understand this right, people mean that in their opinion
our electronics don’t make their own, with some brands even recognisable, sound. Thanks people.
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ELTIM P3280 functional explanation
We at ELTIM are audiophile technicians, so we simply are not able nor willing to write a few pages about how
fantastic our designs sound. You have to listen and judge yourself. We just explain a bit about how we did it.
The ELTIM P3280 preamplifier is based on a main board, where the signal tracks from the inputs lead to the
output terminals in the shortest possible way. In order to make this possible and at the same time obtaining
the highest channel separation possible, we used a double sided printed circuit board. This board is EU made
and of very high and stable quality. It is mounted very rigid to a 3mm aluminium bottom panel. Due to this we
don’t need any precautions like copper separation panels and you don’t need to invest in costly furniture which
prevents vibrations into the electronics. We took care of that already where it is required: at PCB level.
If you are in the position of listening to it, just test this by tapping with your fingers to the cabinet, there will be
no change in sound, nor tapping (microphonic effects) heard in your speakers at all.
A preamplifier has to do only two things: connecting a signal source to a power amplifier and set the volume
to a level the listener requires at that moment. Both we do differently compared to most others.
First and most easy to explain: instead of a signal leading selector switch, we use silver plated signal relays very
close to the inputs. The actual selector switch only activates these relays. About no wiring at all.
The only electronical device between the input
bus and output bus is a high quality VCA-module
(Voltage Controlled Amplifier) regulating the
volume (attenuation/gain) in an unbeaten way
and with a far wider regulating range than
commonly used. In most preamps you can set
the attenuation from -60 to 0dB. With the VCA
modules we use, the range is -90 till +12dB, so
you can play in a way lower and at a way louder
level compared to other preamplifiers. Turn our
volume control knob while music is playing and
you’ll immediately notice the difference; far
ELTIM VCA-2180A module, standard mounted
more convenient compared to what you are used to for ages. In practise most preamplifiers never go beyond
the 12o’clock position. With us, the same volume is reached around 3o’clock position.
For the volume setting we just feed a 0 – 5Vdc signal to the VCA module, which is available in a variety of
qualities. By far this device defines the technical specifications of our total preamplifier. Since any of them has
specifications way beyond/below audible levels, we don’t list those here. Check our VCA-2180x datasheet.
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Since on a double sided PCB we have double quantity of copper available, we can and do use wide signal- and
power supply tracks. You can hear that. To us it makes no sense using expensive and thick interlinks and then
inside the last 5cm the signal has to follow a tiny PCB track. Weakest chain!
There is so much copper available on the board that at least 50% of it is a so called ground plane, meaning that
all this copper surface is connected to ground. The left and right signal tracks are surrounded (top and bottom)
by these grounded copper surface, resulting in no hum nor noise with max. possible channel separation.
Due to this we don’t need copper foils or panels, special chassis plates, etc. in our designs > saving money.
The main module of this P3280 preamplifier is standard extended with the following modules:
• Input 1 is a balanced/buffered input with extremely high quality THAT Corp IC’s.
• Input 2 is arranged as MM/MC phono input. 16 impedance and 16 gain settings at the bottom.
• Input 3 is arranged as a buffered line (RCA) input.
• Inputs 4-6 use basic connection boards with just RF-blocking parts.
• Output 1 is a balanced (XLR) and buffered output using high quality THAT Corp IC’s.
• Output 2 is a basic line (RCA) output, selectable volume controlled or as REC out.
• Power supply module providing regulated voltages to all electronics, improving sound quality.
• VCA module in the centre, regulating the attenuation/gain of the preamplifier.
All in/outputs can be arranged as buffering circuits, also improving channel separation and less interference
from outside. The balanced versions also use THAT Corp IC’s, also used in the in/output circuits of the highest
quality studio mixers. All in/outputs are blocking RF-interference (GSM, 4G, WiFi, etc.) from outside a well.
Front panel functions
At the front panel is happening quite a lot and is the actual “interface” to you. While looking at it you
immediately have to understand how your preamplifier is set. We did it in a “old fashioned”, yet easy to read
way. We don’t use any microprocessor circuit in any of our designs, since the high frequencies they are running
with could interfere with the audio signals. We do it in a simple way with just a few extra components at dc
level. Also nice: you don’t need to find your glasses and sit on your knees to read a display actually.

NOTE: this prototype still shows 40mm knobs, the final version will have Ø50mm large knobs, black or chromed.

We believe the front can be read and understood easily, but we give some explanation:
 Most left, input select infinite rotary switch (ALPS) with LED indication around it.
 Then a input select LED bar, indicating the same. You can decide for either one or both indications.
 At top middle, a non-microprocessor controlled display, presenting the attenuation/gain setting.
Freedom of choice in colour: red, green, yellow, blue or colourless LCD. No display as option.
 Below that a most solid on/off push switch. If you like, we can lighten a ring around it as well.
 The “Lights off” switch obviously blanks all lights, nice while enjoying your music in the dark.
 Both switches below it mute output 1 and 2 separately. If you use two power amps in different rooms
you can select either, both or even none if you want while listening via an optional headphone output.
 At most right the Ø50mm (40 shown) volume knob with an high quality ALPS carbon potentiometer.
10 LED’s around the volume knob indicate the position of it in dot or bar mode.
All necessary front panel parts connections are done by a large circuit board and it is connected to the main
board by just a simple flat cable, leading supply and switch voltages only.
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Power grid pollution
With increasing power grid interference signals, more and more caused by solar panel
inverters, switching power supplies, etc., we believe a line filter is absolutely
necessary today in this kind of quality equipment. We mount a high quality PCB
version, which can handle 0,6A (130W) max., way enough for this preamplifier.
Furthermore we installed a so called
linear voltage regulator board, which
is not only stabilizing the symmetrical supply voltages, but
also filtering out possible residues of unwanted power
grid interference and lowering the impedance of the
supply lines dramatically, resulting in a better sound.
In/Output Buffering modules
Instead of just connectors as mostly done, we use our buffered input/ output modules, improving overall sound
quality, not only because high quality connectors are used, but in most cases also because the in/outputs are
buffered by some fine electronics. While doing so, the in/outputs of the main module, the sources and
connected power amplifier(s) “see” a constant impedance then, increasing overall sound quality. Also, most of
our buffer modules are provided with RF-filtering. The balanced versions used most advanced THAT Corp. IC’s.
Input buffers:

Output buffers:

RCA or XLR (balanced and larger Ø) have the same connector centre positions due to the use of two header
connector positions on the main board. Due to this, an RCA can be upgraded to XLR later. We then just
widen the hole from Ø12 to Ø22mm and position the balanced buffer module in the left 5p gold header.
Talking about headers: all headers in this preamp are very high quality, milled and gold plated headers.
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We can develop any kind of D/A conversion and RF-modules as well, so your preamplifier is future proof.
In the near future we will develop in/output modules providing actual digital in/outputs. The digital signals
will be processed immediately behind the back panel and transferred in highest quality analogue signals.

In our demo model we mounted a High-End
quality balanced input (1), a MM/MC input (2), a
high quality RCA line input (3) and three
unbuffered line inputs (4 – 6).
Output 1 is a High-End balanced output, where
output 2 is a high quality buffered line output.
We can make any other combination on request.
By choosing the required in/output modules, we can make any in/output a an RCA line or XLR balanced
one. Also, there are different qualities with obviously a different pricing.

MM/MC Phono stage
At the right side of the main board we managed to implement a high quality MM/MC
Phono stage, using a top-class Burson opamp V6d. We can mount two Burson versions
with some difference in sound: Vivid or Classic. Both a bit different sounding.
This device is mounted in a highest quality milled socket, so you, we or any technician
can exchange the miniature components based “opamp” with any other pin compatible
type like OPA2134, NE5532, other Burson dual’s, etc.
Since phono cartridges come in a wide variety with similar demands regarding the
phono input impedance and amplification, we mounted sixteen step rotary switches at
the bottom of the PCB, settable by holes in the bottom plate of a cabinet. You can
change the impedance as well as the gain setting, so you can connect about all types of
Moving Magnet, Moving Iron (f.e. Goldring) or Moving Coil cartridges.
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A pair of rotary switches
set the input impedance (Ω):
Step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

Impedance
47k
22k
13k
10k
550
520
500
480
60
55
50
50
48
48
45
45

A pair of rotary switches set the
input sensitivity (mV @ 1V output):

Here a Burr-Brown OPA2134 mounted.
About any 8-pin dual Opamp IC will fit.

Step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

Sensitivity
10mV
4,7mV
3mV
2,2mV
1,0mV
0,9mV
0,8mV
0,7mV
0,4mV
0,4mV
0,37mV
0,35mV
0,3mV
0,27mV
0,25mV
0,20mV

Set the switches in a position coming closest to the demands of your cartridge. Set by holes in the bottom.
The very small (1000x smaller than regular line signals) phono cartridge signals need to be “processed”
in order to recover the original sound again. No digital hocus pocus, but by a frequency dependent
feedback circuit, following the required RIAA standard very precise. For this feedback circuit we use
relatively “expensive” 1% mica type capacitors which are the best available for this purpose.
Final
Isn’t it nice that you can have your own and exclusive, bespoke and hand built preamplifier in highest
possible pure analogue quality? No compromises, no fancy and expensive looks, just plain music.
Contact us at info@eltim.eu for more information or starting a bespoke production process.
The preamplifier P3280 built as we talk about here will retail at € 2995,-.
Other/less/more options will change our pricing of course. Production takes about 3-4 weeks.
ELTIM audio hardly spends money in marketing activities like advertisement, fancy catalogues, etc.
About the only marketing done is proudly performed by our customers.
Where possible we use standard available hardware, like cabinets, knobs, etc. This all saves money !
Soon in this High-End Preamplifier range there also will be:
ELTIM P2230 preamplifier, 450x90x230mm, VCA-2180B, no dB display and Ø40mm knobs. Retail aprox. 2495,ELTIM P1170 preamplifier, 450x50x170mm, VCA-2180C, just Ø30mm knobs + on/off switch. Retail aprox. 1795,In this minimal height version there is no space for in/output buffers, so just and only PCB mounted RCA’s.
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